Hoods Jump
2 Sophomores
At Gunpoint

Two Notre Dame Sophomores were beaten at gun point Monday night at the corner of LaSalle and Michigan avenues in South Bend, police said.

Bill Meyer, 19, from Long Island, New York and Ernie Balonis, 19, from Pittsburgh, Pa. told police that they were standing on the corner across from the LaSalle Hotel hitchhiking when a car carrying four white men stopped at the edge of the curb.

"One of them got out of the car," said Meyer, "and came running toward us yelling 'do you want me.' Then he hit me in the jaw.

"A couple minutes later, another car carrying three more men stopped and two of them got out and started beating up on Ernie and myself. One knocked Ernie to the ground while the other stomped on his head.

"I heard Ernie yell 'my eye, my eye' and started to go to help him when the driver of the second car pointed a pistol at me and said 'don't move just stand there and watch.'"

"Cars continued to travel down LaSalle street despite the fight," said Meyer. "Here was this guy punching Ernie's head in the middle of the street and all people did was drive around him."

After several minutes the guy whole football team to take those guys," he said. with the gun shouted to his friends that the cops were coming and they fled down LaSalle Street.

Police escorted Balonis and Meyer back to the University for medical treatment where Meyer was sent to St. Joseph's Hospital and given seven stitches in the right side of his jaw. Meyer has also lost all movement in his lower jaw.

Meyer said today that Police are relatively certain of the gang's identity. "They told me that it would have taken the whole football team to take me."

Meanwhile, Indiana State troopers are investigating last Friday night's fight involving members of the Notre Dame track team. According to reports, several track members were running in the vicinity of Route 31 when youths jumped out of their car and attacked them. One of the youths brandished a tire iron.

Murphy To Ask
Hesburgh For 95 Cars

Next Monday, Student Body President Chris Murphy will present a proposal to Father Hesburgh calling for an increase in the number of organizational cars to be authorized.

Murphy will make the proposal as he and Father Hesburgh travel by plane to New York to address a SUMMA fund raising banquet. Student Government had planned to release the story Monday after the proposal had been made. However, a source outside Student Government learned of the plan and transmitted the news to all student publications.

Last year's Student Organizations Commissioner, Tom Kistius, tried to increase the number of organizational cars. He argued that there was a need for more contact with the "outside world" now that students had become increasingly active in the running of the University and in providing services to the non-campus society.

He drew up a plan for fifty-six organizational cars to be used this school year. Father Samonn, then Dean of Students, approved the plan.

Thus, the fifty-six were notified that they would be permitted to bring back cars.

However, when this year's Organizations Commissioner, John Exline, presented the list to Arthur Pears, Head of Security, he was informed that Father Riehle's permission would be needed. Father Riehle said that thirty-five was the limit and there was no change.

Thus, there are now some fifteen to twenty students who possess cars in violation of University restrictions through no fault of their own. It is hoped that the proposed liberalization of the organizational car rule will enable them to keep these cars which are, in Exline's words, "important to the carrying out of the activities of the organizations."

Under the present system, most of the large student organizations are permitted to have only one car. This includes WSND, the Scholastic and Observer. The junior and senior classes are allotted two but many of the smaller area clubs do not have any.
Burkholder Loses Suit

A U.S. District Court Jury last Thursday returned a verdict in favor of the University of Notre Dame in companion suits arising from a left eye injury to M. Reagan Burkholder during an impromptu fencing match in 1963.

Reagan, now a reporter for the Neenah, Wisconsin newspaper, is a 1966 graduate of Notre Dame and a former WSND Station manager. He claimed in his suit that the University had been negligent in permitting the foils to be kept on the wall of a student's room in Breen-Philips Hall and further contended that "friendly" fencing matches of this kind had not been uncommon at that time.

The jury however found that Reagan had been guilty of "contributory negligence" by partici-

His father had sued also to recover medical expenses of $160 and the loss of a NROTC scholarship valued at $6,390 which was lost as a result of the eye damage. Reagan's suit had been for fifty thousand dollars.
University Professor of Law, Donald L. Shaffer, believes that the proponents of liberalized abortion laws are hiding the real problem behind their other efforts — birth control.

Shaffer, in a talk prepared for delivery this Saturday at Oberlin College, charges that "physicians have declined at great length that existing statutory standards on abortion pro­duce hypocracy, but are willing to replace one hypocrisy with another and are unwilling to say candidly, as the American Civil Liberties Union has, that abortion reform is a matter of birth control, and that it is not a medical matter at all."

In his paper, Shaffer dis­cusses three justifications cited by abortion proponents: the possibility of physical or mental harm to the mother; the possibility of abnormality in the child; and the possibility that the child will be a product of rape.

"Of both medical and psychi­atric sources, Shaffer concludes that "therapeutic a­bortions are rarely necessary if health is conceived as a matter of physical and psychiatric integ­rity."

Discussing abortion and rape, Shaffer argues that al­though abortion proponents are "stirring up therix to this dismal social situa­tion for all it is worth," very few abortion cases in the United States or Denmark involve rape pregnancies. He adds: "Propponents seem to assume that abortion is a universal care for human misery — a dubious symptom in any reform move­ment."

Contending the real issues behind the movement for abor­tion reform are both control considerations, Shaffer stresses that "the question then be­comes one of balancing values" and inevitably raises the issue of whether the unborn fetus is a human being or not.

He argues further that "Iss­ues of human life cannot sim­ply be divorced from the pers­pectives and issues that have done that with respect to the inhumanity of capital punishment..."

Peace Table Approved
For War Objectors

A draft counselling service will be provided for the students in the North Dining Hall, on Wednesday and Thursday nights of this week.

The facility was organized by Ned Buchbinder, and Randy Fais­nacht under the Notre Dame Pe­ace Fellowship, and it is the first such service available at Notre Dame.

The counselling will consist of a table at which the students can obtain literature on Consci­entious Objection and on the Draft Law. Also available will be information on where the stu­dents can obtain more extensive draft information.

"We are not going to sell any­thing," said Buchbinder. "What we want to do is present viable alternatives to military service for a citizen of this country."

Buchbinder denied that anti­war literature will be handed out at the table. "The purpose of the draft is not directly connec­ted to our country's involvement in Viet Nam," he said. "They are separate issues and should be tre­ated as such."

According to Buchbinder stu­dent counselors will be versed in the draft law, and are able to provide competent advice.

The table is intended to be a pro­table to a permanent draft coun­selling service at Notre Dame.

Walsh Says
Pass — Fail
Possibility

John E. Walsh, vice-pres­ident for academic affairs, said Notre Dame was considering a pro­table to student-faculty proposals for a pass/fail system.

Father feels that "Notre Dame is a place that should be experimental. One of the chief reasons for maintaining a private institution is the capability for experimentation."

Walsh said he has yet to make up his mind on the system, and because of the many angles involved, would want to see a specific plan before committing himself.

He described the newly­formed faculty senate as the best means to get the pass/fail system rolling. The date of the first ses­sion will depend on which vari­ables as Father Hesburgh's sched­ule, the SUMMA project and plans for the observance of the University's 125th anniversary.

Resting the burden of initia­tive on the shoulders of pass/fail pushers among the student body, Father Walsh suggested they talk to faculty delegates as soon as they are elected and request that the proposal be brought to the floor of the senate that fall. The usual red-tape bound committee work would send pass/fail first to a senate committee before the actual vot­ing on the floor.

A pioneer group of 17 profes­sors and 55 students are giving pass/fail a go in a pilot program. The coun­seling service at Notre Dame.

PHOTO REVIEW

You can practice your "raison d'etre" in a carefully tailored speech told a college throng what they wanted to hear. In the course of his extended invective he managed to castigate President Johnson, laugh with Everett Dirks­en, and boost Mark Hatfield's political stock. It really was a feat.

The auditorium of the Memorial and the scene of a once long mo­ning coffee hour were crammed to the gills. It was the type of crowd that didn't have the room to look for an ash tray and really didn't want to. It seemed like a strong wind had gathered the cam­pus up and thrown everyone into a cloud of dust. The throng was a medley of students that really de­served a cold one.

It was a pretty basic speech for an experienced pol. Be funny, then hit the other side and proceed to offer the viable alternative, firmly and at length. Close by telling them of their chal­lenge and then proceed, unexpected, to the next town or whistle stop. Yet Hatfield had a little guts in the middle and guts to our pre­sent breed of aspiring academicians is a white bird that only flies toward the South. And a good bird she is in the dove. Quite simply, Mark Hatfield said, "get out!" and he said it well. Arayed by an im­pressive list of facts and a rather detailed knowledge of history, he proceeded to fairly well decimate a policy of insanity. It was precisely what he ob­mitted to the chagrin of the present Administration and the Chiefs of Staff, Mark Hatfield knew his stuff. It just was his bag, and that of the wind blown many sat­eled about him.

Actually the only things that burn regularly in Oregon are the forests but in spite of this fact Mark Hatfield convinced a lot of people that he could grasp the complexity of the inner cities. And in time he probably will because a lot of people think this guy has the making of a President. And you know that Hatfield thinks this too.

At any rate he made a few people love him last Monday night. This are the people who will eventually devour him and perhaps destroy his inherent honesty for that is the way Americans love and consume their great men. Already the senator smiles a bit too much and in time he might change. But the other night a rising star took a none too hesitant stand and made it stick.

He also talked of America's poor and our welfare programs for them. And the use of the word "our" was precisely what he ob­jected to. It was pretty basically the old GOP line of individual ini­tiative and personal achievement but it sounded fairly fresh and radical.

All Notre Dame student body may receive the November issue of the Alumnus Magazine which is scheduled to include a series of articles on Student Power.

These articles will be written by "several proponents of Student Power from extreme right to extreme left and everything in between" said Mike McCaskey, one of the coordinators of the project. Other coordinators will be John Thurn, editor of the Alumnus, and Frank Biundo, Alumni Relations Coordinator.

The "raison d'etre" of the series is to familiarize the public with the mod and modern in student thought.

The Student-Alumni Project came about because of the un­favorable reaction in the Letters section of the student newspaper to Jim Fish's statement to the effect that 50% of Notre Dame stu­dents weren't practicing Catholics.

Another service provided by SAP will be to provide graduate stu­dents at Alumni meeting to give the graduates a chance to hear the lowdown of contemporary student life.
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Tell It Like It Is

With Student Senate elections less than a week away, it might be timely to examine an "integrity check," on our campus politicians.

The best place to begin is behind the creaky old door of the Dean of Student's office. The Dean, Rev. James Riehle, C.S.C., maintains that all disciplinary records of all students should remain confidential.

That is an admirable policy, but somehow disciplinary actions are suspect by their very nature. And a campus politician is something special. He's elected. He's representative. He is not always clean.

Anyone who is willing to accept the responsibility of representation should also forfeit the right to privacy, so that those people responsible for the politician are also sure of that politician.

A helpful device for curbing a bad government security risk would be a statement of disciplinary disposition by the Dean of Students which could be attached to the nomination petition, as a requirement for candidacy.

Not that having a disciplinary record is always a bad thing, or not that we are trying to indict any of our present campus leaders. Just that voters should know and politicians should be willing to tell the truth.

"Just Coat And Tie"

What with ABC raids and various other happenings emanating from many and sundry sources, it seems obvious that this is going to be "get tough with the students" year. One of the least significant yet more annoying of these moves is a spur of the moment attempt at more rigid enforcement of the dining hall coat and tie rule.

We noticed a "browncoat" Tuesday night busily reprimanding his fellow students for failing to observe the rule. Meanwhile, there were no forks in the office. The Dean, Rev. James Riehle, C.S.C., maintains that all disciplinary records of all students should remain confidential.
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LTV '67

Ling-Temco-Vought, Inc., is among the top 50 industrial corporations in the United States, with projected 1967 consolidated sales in the range of $1.6 to $1.7 billion.

LTV's financial success — measured by its growth from a $4 million company just a decade ago — is a direct result of a management principle of building values for our shareholders, our employees, our customers and the communities in which our companies operate.

We try to make LTV a good investment, a good place to work, a good place to buy a good product, and a good neighbor. Our growth, we feel, speaks for itself in demonstrating our success in each of these efforts.

LTV 1967 consists of a parent company and seven subsidiaries — each competing in a distinct industry, yet contributing a unified value for the entire LTV organization.

Through its seven companies, LTV participates in a wide variety of diversified, international markets: meat and food processing, aerospace, electronics, sports and athletic goods, transmission cable, pharmaceuticals and chemicals, and sound systems.

The LTV companies serve man’s ancient basic needs for food, recreation and good health, and fulfill his 20th century technological requirements to explore and improve his environment and defend his homeland.

We welcome the opportunity to tell the LTV story to college students across the nation.

For additional information on the many challenging career positions available throughout LTV and its subsidiaries, please write to Professional Placement at the addresses shown in each company’s chart. An equal opportunity employer.

LTV RESEARCH CENTER

LTV COMPUTER CENTER

THE ORIONITE COMPANY
Paul Dunlap, President
LTV Ownership: 81.7% Products: Power Cable, Paper Cable, Signal Cable, Control Cable, Wire Products, Wood Products
Current Employment: 1,800
The Onionite Company
2000 Federal St.
Passaic, N.J. 07055

LTV ELECTROSYSTEMS, INC.
F. E. Rushing, President
LTV Ownership: 81.7%
Products: Advanced Data Processing Systems, Command and Control Systems
Current Employment: 600
1966 Sales: $236,900,000
Current Employment: 600
LTV ElectroSystems, Inc.
1515 South Manchester Avenue
Chicago, Ill. 60608

LTV LING ALTEC, INC.
A. I. Ward, President
LTV Ownership: 66.1%
Products: Commercial/HF Sound, Military Two-way Communications, Environmental Test Systems, Test/Range Radios, Modulators
Current Employment: 1,500
1966 Sales: $29,242,000
1966 Net Income: $489,000
1966 Net Income: $2,644,000
LTV Ling Altec, Inc.
1515 South Manchester Avenue
Chicago, Ill. 60608

LTV AEROSPACE CORPORATION
W. Paul Badger, President
LTV Ownership: 74.3%
Products: Aircraft, Missiles, Radar, Range Management Services
Current Employment: 18,600
1966 Sales: $377,352,000
1966 Net Income: $5,860,000
LTV Aerospace Corporation
2300-Prudential Plaza
Chicago, Ill. 60601

LTV PHARMACEUTICAL & CHEMICAL CORP.
R. E. Haynie, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
George J. Bowier, President
LTV Ownership: 86.6%
Products: Surgical, Industrial, Organic Chemical Derivatives
Current Employment: 2,400
1966 Sales: $271,556,000
1966 Net Income: $9,858,000
LTV Pharmaceutical & Chemical Corp.
2300-Prudential Plaza
Chicago, Ill. 60601

WILSON & CO. INC.
Robert G. Heyne, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Ray E. Edwards, President
LTV Ownership: 75%
Products: Food Processing/Meat Packing, Paper Products, Woven Cotton Yarn Products
Current Employment: 1,800
1966 Sales: $371,170,000
1966 Net Income: $18,057,000
Wilson & Co., Inc.
1515 South Manchester Avenue
Chicago, Ill. 60608

WILSON SPORTING GOODS CO.
Robert G. Heyne, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
William P. Holmes, President
LTV Ownership: 86.1%
Products: Bicycle and Athletic Equipment, Bicycle Parts Products
Current Employment: 4,800
1966 Sales: $325,920,000
1966 Net Income: $8,975,000
Wilson Sporting Goods Co.
2233 West Division
River Grove, Ill. 60081

WILSON CHEMICALS CORP.
Robert G. Heyne, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
George J. Bowier, President
LTV Ownership: 69.9%
Products: Bulk Organic Chemicals, Sugar Production
Current Employment: 3,800
1966 Sales: $40,065,000
1966 Net Income: $4,053,000
Wilson Chemicals Corp.
2300-Prudential Plaza
Chicago, Ill. 60601

WILSON FOODS INC.
Robert G. Heyne, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Walter J. Heyne, President
LTV Ownership: 79.6%
Products: Edible Gelatin, Food Processing/Meat Packing
Current Employment: 4,800
1966 Sales: $35,920,000
1966 Net Income: $8,829,000
Wilson Foods Inc.
2300-Prudential Plaza
Chicago, Ill. 60601
Bostonian
Flex-O-Mocs
comfort sewn
in by hand

Flex-O-Mocs make walking fun again, for HIM! The luxury leather completely encircles the foot... the front seam is sewn entirely by hand. Result: foot-hugging fit and extra softness where the foot flexes. Available now in a full range of sizes. Come in, write or phone.

Hatcher:
"I'm Opposed
To Violence"

BY ROBERT L. BRADY

Richard Hatcher is almost a "Grey-flannel man." He wears striped ties, conservatively cut suits and black rimmed glasses. He speaks quietly in almost perfectly accentless Great Lakes speech.

Working against his own heritage has put Richard Hatcher in a somewhat difficult position. He is seeking to become Mayor of Gary, but his ethical stance has forced nearly every Power in the area to oppose his candidacy.

Speaking at the home of Notre Dame History Professor, Sam Shapiro, last Sunday, he made it quite clear that his imagination of civic life does not hold corruption as the necessary condition for administration. This is wholly opposed to the traditional idea of a Gary Mayor.

The first mayor of Gary was elected in 1906. In the first two years of his administration, he was arrested sixteen times on charges of administrative corruption. He was certainly not the last man to hold that office while being accused, charged and convicted. Gary's mayors have seemed as destined for the courthouse and jail as New York's Governors for the Presidential nomination.

Traditionally, reform candidates must take almost universal command of the popular imagination, if they are to win. In Gary, especially, Mr. Hatcher is battling against the establishment and vested interests of a city which is reputedly dominated by genuinely professional criminals.

Hatcher's problem is almost made impossible by the fact that he is a Negro reform candidate. After a summer of rioting in the nation's ghettos, it is extremely difficult for any Negro to win the confidence of bourgeois America. They fear Black Power by any name, and are very willing to listen to anyone's attempt to smear anyone with the cry of "Extremism."

As a result of the Lake County Democratic Party Chairman's suggestion that Hatcher may be an extremist, he has found it almost impossible to obtain funds from the Gary sources. He was in South Bend during the middle of the campaign only to attend a fund raising cocktail party.

He made it very clear in statements there that, he does not intend to become the Rap Brown of Gary, and that he feels he is being "smeared." "I am opposed to violence; I am opposed to hatred, and to those involved in subversive and anti-American activities," is his constantly returning cry. He says that he is trying to bring order to Gary out of the chaos of previous civic administration.
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FOR YOUR SUBSCRIPTION SEND $5
TO THE OBSERVER, BOX 11, ND, INDIANA
NAME__________________________________________
ADDRESS________________________________________
CITY____________________________________________

Your Independent
VOLKSWAGEN SERVICE CENTER
WELCOMES YOU TO MICHIANA
Gunter's Auto Service Provides complete mechanical service for your VW
Call 884-2001
GUNTERS AUTO SERVICE
1925 S. 3RD ST. RD.

STARTS TOMORROW
OUT FOR KICKS AND IN FOR TROUBLE!
PLUS FEATURE
THE TRIP
BORN LOSERS

RECOMMENDED BY WILLIAM ADAMS

LEVI'S STA-PREST SLACKS
FOR YOUNG MEN
$7 to $9
The choice of the grooviest guys . . . our Sta-Prest slacks by Levi's tailored with trim, tapered lines for young men. Choose from solid color Fortrel and cotton blends, Kodel polyester-cotton corduroys and others in a variety of styles. Sizes 29 to 42, inseam 28 to 34.

SLACK SHACK—FIRST FLOOR
UNIVERSITY SHOP—MITZMANN—ROBERTSON'S

The only way to catch the Road Runner is at your Plymouth Dealers.

The new Plymouth Road Runner now at your Plymouth Dealers where the beat goes on.

Max Adlers
Town & Country
Open evenings 'til 9, Sunday 1-6
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ABC Offenders Face Judge

BY DENNIS MOORE

Five Notre Dame students taken into custody by state excise officers will be arraigned before Judge Philip C. Potts in the city court of South Bend Friday night.

The five were arrested in a September 22 raid on the Corby Tavern. All were released on $100 bond.

The students were to have faced arraignment September 29. At that time all asked, and received continuances to October 6.

Peter Mcroddy, 18, and Chris Rohrs, also 18, have secured counsel for their appearances.

Judge Potts last Friday night. Kevin Myles, 18, and John Murtaugh, both sophomores in the College of Business Administration, pleaded guilty to the charge of being in a tavern while under age and were assessed fines of $5 and court costs, a total of $25 each.

Maximum penalty for the offense is a $100 fine and up to 10 days in the St. Joseph County jail.

Judge Potts admonished Myles, "Think this is the kind of thing you're involved in?" Potts allowed Murtaugh one week to pay his fine. Murtaugh is putting himself through school.

At the close of the session Judge Potts told an OBSERVER reporter, "I've had very little trouble with Notre Dame Students during my time here." The Judge declined comment on the fines pending his hearing of the five remaining cases.

Friday's session will convene at 5:00 P.M. in the South Bend City Hall.

Remember Next Week Is National Press Week

The OBSERVER needs reporters. If you're experienced in newspaper work, put that experience to work for you in an atmosphere of big-time journalism; if you're inexperienced, let us introduce you to the rigors (there is work involved) and the rewards that are the reporter's. All interested parties contact Denny Moore at the OBSERVER office or in Room 319, Morrissey, 7070.

Take Your Favorite Press To Lunch

*JOHN DAVIDSON * GEORGE CARLIN * JUDY COLLINS * SPANKY AND OUR GANG * NOTRE DAME GLEE CLUB

John davidson
Room 155
Center for Continuing Education

Here's my ballot for the "All-Time Top Ten" song medley to be featured in the "JOHN DAVIDSON AT NOTRE DAME" TV Special, performed at Stepan Center, 8:30 p.m. Wednesday and Thursday, October 18th and 19th, which We'll see on the ABC-TV network, October 27, 9-10 p.m. (CST).

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 

Signed ____________________
Class of ____________________

This ballot can be mailed or dropped into on-campus ballot boxes.

*JOHN DAVIDSON * GEORGE CARLIN * JUDY COLLINS * SPANKY AND OUR GANG * NOTRE DAME GLEE CLUB
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Kahn and Anti-Kahn On Bonnie and Clyde

BY DAVID KAHN

Crime has haunted the cinema from its beginnings. First there was the initial gun shot of the GREAT TRAIN ROBBERY, point-blank at the audience. Then came the crime-don’t-pay gene films of the forties. And there always was and always will be the good-bad guy dichotomizing of the TV adventure. And at the moment, well, it is simple: BONNIE AND CLYDE.

Bonnie Parker and Clyde Barrow rob banks. Their felonious behavior is not the inevitable climax of undue environmental stress. There is no chockingly adverse, no harrowing milieu to goad them into rebellion. Bonnie and Clyde die there because they are bored, because they find themselves exhausted by the sugar-and-molasses pace of southern-style existence. Their relationship is not manufactured by sexual enchantment or grand illusions, but rather their mutual commitment to the larceny game.

They have uncovered together, the forbidden thrills of the “swervo” life.

And as the tensions of evasion and escape accumulate, and the moribund love of their partnership is established, the personal union between Bonnie and Clyde solidifies. An interdependency is created by the forced nature of their loneliness, and Bonnie and Clyde are ostensibly one.

But there is something missing from this almost occupational bread. How majestic is Clyde with a strange child on his back. How peaceful is Bonnie in the embrace of her mother. However, it is too late when these two realize all the possibilities of their own love. Momentarily, before their massacre, they wish for the dignity and harmony of their mother. However, it is too late.

The one thing that does come out strong in the film though is the theme of maternal love. It is this sense of family that finally destroys them.

Nevertheless, to see our swarthy gunman and blond moll as cuddly as cupie dolls is given to look like two dimensional idiots who only find safety in numbers. Further, the big, black villain of the whole business depicts Robinson as a happy-go-lucky kids down as a bit of personal vengeance. To make their martyrdom complete for Bonnie and Clyde, the film has the Ranger and a host of others chop up B & C with machine bullets while the two have stopped to give a farmer a hand with his disabled truck. They’re cut out of the frame, the prime of life trying to do a good deed.

Who exactly are these people that Penn tries so hard to make us understand? Folk heroes? Victims of their environment? (i.e. the Depression)? The Bobey twins armed with berettas? Scatter-brained sociopaths? What? “We’re folks just like you,” they tell a belligerent couple of love-birds they’ve kidnapped just for kicks. Hardly. But neither are they homeless Okies stealing just to eat, nor Robin Hoods (all the more they get stashed in their own pockets), nor wild kids having a good time with guns (they seem all too ready to accept violence as a way of life and not as mere diversion.) Well, what’s left?

Conclusion: B & C = bucker criminals who have little liking or knowhow for routine work. A great family for money and cars. Bonnie and Clyde takes great liberties with our imaginations in breathing life into its central characters. Yet it remains a fantasy of the author’s mind and not a readily acceptable fact to have B & C so endeavoring in their murderous ways. Fortunately the acting of Warren Beatty and Miss Dunnaway is engaging enough to lead us in an entertaining spell throughout the film. But while watching we can’t help but notice that the characters are only characterization. Behind the facade of hillbilly antics, half-swallowed lines, yelps and hollers, home-sense and mapplots are only pencil sketches of people. The one thing that does come through in the film though is the overwhelming family and roots. Clyde and Bonnie are at the end of it all family to each other, and it is this sense of family that finally destroys them.

Nevertheless, to see our swarthy gunman and blond moll as cuddly in cupie dolls is enough to make Billy Joe McAllister jump off the Tashabbits bridge.

Hang on to your seats matinee-goers, here comes bouncey Bonnie Parker and country twinnin’ and shootin’, killin’ and a stealin’ their way straight-as-a-bullet right into your ever-lovin’ hearts.

This here film, in a nutshell, is all about a couple of attractive young bank thieves who kind of causally shoot the hell out of a summat and subsequently get shot up themselves. To convince us that you-are-there director Penn saturates the screen with an aura of the 1930’s via Roosevelt posters, 1932 Kahns and Anti-Kahns. You are convinced. Unfortunately, Bonnie and Clyde don’t come off as well.

The portrait that Penn and his two stars (Warren and Faye) try to sneak into our heart’s backdoor is a pair of naive, slight, slip-of-the-road Okies. You are convinced. Unfortunately, Bonnie and Clyde don’t come off as well.

The second myth is that we have uncoverer of the Great Train robbery. No, no. It is this sense of family that finally destroys them. Now these two realize all the possibilities of their own love. The sheer wildness of their own love.

To conclude the movie, the two were tricked by a gang of Texas rangers. The film is set in the 1930’s, the America of love-birds, of Okies, of Okies and Okies.

The 200,000 Viet Cong guerrillas, who are residents of the South, have never been part of the autocratic regime which the U.S. has set up in Saigon. Our bombing of the North has not only hardened the spirit of both the North Vietnamese and the Viet Cong in the South. Hatfield says.

The third myth is that we control the scope of this war. There are presently 400,000 North Vietnamese soldiers fully mobilized waiting for an order to move south. If they do move, it will take over well over a million more American soldiers and a severe risk of a third world war to even begin to push them back.

Hatfield and the Three Myths

BY JOHN ALZAMORA

Senator Mark Hatfield addressed an overflow crowd in the library auditorium on Monday night, October 2. His speech served as an introduction to a number of similar lectures to be held in conjunction with the 1968 Mock Political Convention.

Hatfield has become one of the leading newsmakers of the American political performance. Gone are the days when Hatfield and Dunnaway manage to keep the hillbilly dialect and gangster traits secondary, as matters-of-circumstance. What they have preserved is the sheer humanism of two lost kids. The Bonnie-Clyde immorality resists all stereotyping. It belongs entirely to Bonnie and Clyde.

Hatfield and Dunnaway are people; Warren Beatty and Faye Dunaway are actors. They have uncovered the terrible aloneness of Bonnie and Clyde.

The one thing that does come out strong in the film though is the theme of maternal love. It is this sense of family that finally destroys them.